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QUESTION 1

Which of the following schema privileges allows you to rename a fragment? 

A. ALTER 

B. AMEND 

C. MODIFY 

D. RENAME 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following SQL command where the DBSPACETEMP onconfig and environment variables are set to valid
dbspaces: 

createtemp table mytemp (columns) with no log; 

inwhat order will the instance evaluate where to place this table? 

A. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, rootdbspace, dbspace where the database was created, DBSPACETEMP
onconfig parameter. 

B. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter, dbspace where the database was
created, root dbspace. 

C. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, DBSPACETEMP environment variable, root dbspace, dbspace where
the database was created. 

D. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, root dbspace, dbspace where the database was created,
DBSPACETEMP environment variable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which utilities CANNOT be used to migrate an Informix instance from one hardware vendor to a different hardware
vendor? 

A. dbacess unload and dbload 

B. onunload and onload 

C. dbexport and dbimport 

D. High Performance Loader (HPL) 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

If SQLTRACE is enabled, what information is displayed by this statement? select max(sql_runtime) from syssqltrace; 

A. The SQL statement with the least wait time. 

B. The SQL statement with the least I/O wait time. 

C. The SQL statement with the most I/O wait time. 

D. The SQL statement with the most execution time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following SQL statement: 

WHEN MATCHED THEN DELETE What does the merge statement do? 

A. Deletes rows in tab2 that match the condition col1 = c1. 

B. Deletes rows in tab1 that match the condition col1 = c1. 

C. Deletes rows in tab1 that match the condition col1 = c1 and deletes rows in tab2 that do not match the condition col1
= c1. 

D. Deletes rows in tab1 that match the condition col1 = c1 and insert rows in tab1 from those in tab2 that do not match
the condition. 

Correct Answer: B 
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